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As a small business owner wearing many different 
hats, color may not be top of mind when develop-
ing your brand and marketing materials. But for 
better or worse, color affects the way people react 
when they first encounter your company.

Human beings love color. Remember, back in 
preschool; every student wanted the biggest box 
of crayons with every color of the rainbow. Colors 
convey messages, evoke emotions, and add bril-
liance to everyday items.

Times Square in New York City is an excellent ex-
ample of sensory overload when it comes to color, 
with eye-catching logos all vying for your attention.

But, branding is about so much more than what 
people see. It’s about how you make people feel. 
Color is a power, which directly influences the 
soul. You can say things with color and shapes 
that you couldn’t communicate any other way.

Color is as strong as the impression it creates. 
Sometimes all you need is a little splash of color, 
for a world without color appears to us as dead.

Dream and create in colors never seen before. Be 
creative. Boldly be a splash of color in a black and 
white world. Our world is full of beauty. It’s just 
that most people can’t see it. Take a moment to 
live your life and take in all the colors of our world.

WHAT YOUR 
BRAND’S COLORS

SAY ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS

READ  2,783 words | 12 min 18 sec LISTEN  2,968 words | 24 min 32 sec

T H E  P S Y C H O L O G Y  O F  C O L O R S  I N  M A R K E T I N G

https://soundcloud.com/awesomeness_grp/what-your-brands-colors-say-about-your-business-vol-7
https://soundcloud.com/awesomeness_grp/what-your-brands-colors-say-about-your-business-vol-7
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WHAT DOES
YOUR FAVORITE COLOR
SAY ABOUT YOU?

Find your color, find your nature.

WHITE
You are organized and 
very independent, and 
you rely on logic to solve 
every problem.

GRAY
You are cool and 
composed and a very 
reliable person who tends 
to conform to keep the 
peace.

PURPLE
You are a perfectionist 
who requires emotional 
security in life, and you are 
a good humanitarian who 
helps others in need.

ORANGE
You love to be with people 
and socialize with them, as 
you want to be accepted 
and respected as part of a 
group.

GREEN
You are loyal and very 
frank with others, and you 
consider your reputation a 
very important part of your 
life.

BLACK
You strive for power and 
control in life, but are often 
artistic and intuitive and 
do not share things well 
with others.

RED
You have drive and 
determination and you 
prefer action and risk-taking 
behaviors. Your biggest need 
is for physical fulfillment and 
fitness.

PINK
All you want in life is 
unconditional love and to 
be accepted for who you are 
by your peers.

BLUE
You want to find inner 
peace and absolute truth, 
and you always make an 
effort to think of others and 
their needs.

YELLOW
You enjoy learning and 
sharing knowledge with 
others, and you feel a need 
to always express your 
individuality.

BROWN
You are a great friend, 
and you value a stable and 
simple life over material 
things. 
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Life is about using the whole box of crayons. The best color is the one that makes you happy. 
Colors speak louder than words. Life is an art. Just make sure you’re living yours in color.

Studies show there are somewhere around 18 decillion varieties of colors available for your 
viewing pleasure. That’s an 18 followed by 33 zeros. 

18,000,000,000,000,000,000, 
000,000,000,000,000

That’s not quite infinity, but it’s pretty darn close.

Whether you’re wondering what color to paint the office, or you’re looking to redesign 
your website, logo or brochure, the colors you choose can increase your chance of achiev-
ing your goals.

Color plays a significant role in how your brand is received. It has the potential to attract 
your ideal customers or turn them away. 

The right color palette can help establish your 
identity and bring 

your products to life. 
Selecting the dominant color 
for your brand is vital, especially 
when the color you choose 
should appear on all of your 
promotional material.

To pull this off successfully, 
you’ll need to understand 
color psychology, which 
suggests that you can 
develop an edge over your 
competitors, meet the 
needs of your ideal cus-
tomer, convey your mes-
sage effectively, and build 
your brand.



The Power of Color
No branding tool is more powerful than color. It can transform a logo into an emotional experience by in-
stantly stimulating desire, instilling trust and connecting your company to the customer’s soul. Below you’ll 
find a guide to the virtues conveyed by 20 colors frequently used in company logos.

CORAL Sensitive, empathetic, faithful, friendly, compassionate

BRIGHT GREEN Lush, fresh, vital, verdant

DARK GREEN Uh ... lusher, fresher, vitaler, verdanter

GOLDEN YELLOW Positive, cheery, happy, fun, warm, sunny

DEEP ORANGE Stimulating, trustworthy, energetic

REALLY DEEP ORANGE Stimulating, trustworthy, energetic, nacho cheese

DORITO? Oh, why not.

BRIGHT RED Carefree, passionate, stimulating, dangerous, violent, bloody, ouch, 
one moment you’re being carefree and sexy and then—anybody got a Band-Aid?

BLUE Serene, peaceful

SKY BLUE Calm, cool, placid, dreamy

BRIGHT BLUE Sleepy, tranquil, I’m just going to rest my eyes for a minute

MIDNIGHT BLUE [Zzzzz]

COFFEE? Espresso if you have it.

GRAY In need of some deep orange or a little green. What is this, a funeral?

EGGPLANT Tasteless. Unless you bread it and fry it. Then again, what doesn’t 
taste better breaded and fried?

FUCHSIA Hot, wild, probably not the best choice for your logo

BLACK  Black is an absence of all colors. Which is unfortunate. (On the bright 
side, this means it cannot convey anything that fuchsia does.)

PURE WHITE  Perfect!
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Here are some of the most common areas that will be affected by your brand’s colors:

•  Your logo     

•  Your website

•  Your letterhead and envelopes

•  Your product packaging

•  Your storefront 

•  Your in-store / office design

•  Your advertising and marketing collateral

Are you trying to pick your best business colors?

Did you know:

1. Women don’t like gray, orange, and brown? They like blue, purple, and green.

2. Men don’t like purple, orange, and brown? Men like blue, green, and black.

7

Color is one of the 
most noticeable, 
tangible components 
of a brand. 
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HERE ARE SOME 
RANDOM FACTS 
ABOUT COLOR 
YOU MAY NOT 
HAVE KNOWN!

Red is the first color a 
baby sees, around 2 

weeks of age.

Pink is the most 
calming color, 
used in some 
prisons and 

mental health 
institutions to 

sedate worked-
up prisoners and 

patients.

40%
of people 

worldwide whose 
favorite color is 
blue, by far the 
most popular 

color.

Red and yellow 
together are the most 
appetizing colors, 
thus why they’re used 
in a lot of fast food 
signs.

White is 
considered the 
safest color for 

a car.

Favorite colors by gender
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The colors you use to brand your company convey how trustworthy you are to your cus-
tomers, the quality of your products and services, and so much more. 

When it comes to moving the needle and persuading someone to make a purchase deci-
sion, emotion is the primary target. What appeals to people’s feelings more than words or 
images is color. The color you select can create a positive or negative experience.

Color has become one of the most critical compo-
nents of advertising since colors have a signifi-
cant influence on our emotions and emo-
tions drive people to buy products.

Sometimes a brand 
is known by a single 
color. Take Tiffany’s, 
for example. The 
robin egg blue 
box is immediately 
recognized.

Consider the importance of color in branding. 
There is a reason Coke is red. UPS is brown. IBM is blue. These companies understand the 
right choice of color is vital to creating that first impression with consumers. Every color 
conveys meaning with unspoken words.

Color Psychology
No branding tool is more powerful than color. It can transform a logo into an emotional 
experience by instantly stimulating desire, instilling trust, connecting your company to the 
customer’s soul. 

Countless studies have found that particular colors have their effects on consumers, 
with some colors stimulating areas of the brain in ways that will either promote excite-
ment or tranquility.

Color speaks wonders about your product and brand. Are you saying what consumers 
want to hear? Find out how color can influence their purchasing decisions.

9
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PSYCHOLOGY
OF COLOR

84.7% of consumers cite 
color as the primary 
reason they buy a 
particular product.

WHEN PEOPLE BUY

93%
look at Visual Appearance.

6%
look at Texture.

1%
decide on 
“Sound/Smell”.

80%
think color increases 
Brand Recognition.

“Research reveals people make a sub-
conscious judgment about an environment 
or product within 90 seconds of initial 
viewing. Between 62% and 90% of that 
assessment is based on color alone.”

52%
of shoppers did not return to a 
store due to overall aesthetics.

90s

OUTCOME OF THE USE OF COLOR
Ads in color are read up to 

42% more often
than the same ads

in black and white.

COLOR CAN IMPROVE
Comprehension

Learning

Reading

0%   10%   20%   30%   40%   50%    60%   70%   80%

73%

55-68%

40%

Source:  WebFX.com.  Psychology Of Color Infographic.
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How Colors Influence People
Every color elicits a different response from humans. Colors can be divided into two main 
categories: warm and cold. Warm colors tend to be associated with energy, while cool 
colors are linked with calmness and security.

Here’s a rundown of several of the most popular colors:

PINK
Some common emotions associated with pink include: 

Loving, Nurturing, Femininity, Tranquility, Fun, Delicate, Gentle, Romantic, Feminism, 
Beauty, Innocence, Love, Sweetness, Youthfulness, Warmth, and Sexuality.

In advertising, pink is seen as calming.

Fun fact. It is believed that pastries taste better in pink boxes and plates.

Examples: 

From pastel rose to neon magenta, pick pink for a modern, youth-
ful, luxurious look. A lighter pink is sweet, usually marketed towards 
little girls, whereas a brighter pink holds sex appeal. Nothing says 
“girly” quite like pink. But it’s more versatile than that. 

Pink is generally considered a feminine color. This is the main rea-
son why pink is popular with logos of brands associated with the beauty 
and fashion industry like Cosmopolitan and Victoria’s Secrets.

RED
Some common emotions associated with red include: 

Love, Passion, Anger, Aggressive, Hunger, Provocative, Intensity, Power, Gentleness, Atten-
tion-Grabbing, Energetic, Romance, Warmth, Comfort, Excitement, Physical and Courage.

In advertising, red is used for its ability to grab people’s attention quickly.

Fun Fact: Red increases our metabolism, thereby stimulating our appetite. 

Examples: 

Red encourages appetite and is often used by fast-food chains. It creates a sense of urgen-
cy and is frequently used for clearance sales. It’s associated with movement, excitement, 
and passion. Red is high energy and immediately pulls focus. Physically, red stimulates the 
human body, affecting nerve impulses, raising blood pressure, and heart rate.

When it comes to personality and visual cues, red evokes strong emotions, increases ap-
petite, symbolizes passion and love, and increases intensity. In marketing, red is frequently 
used on impulsive shoppers.

11
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ORANGE
Some common emotions associated with orange include:

Caution, Fun, Friendly, Creative, Excitement, Cheerful, Confidence, Warmth, Prosperity, Mel-
low, Flamboyant, Playfulness, Change, Retro, Energy, Vitality, Outgoing and Determination.

In advertising, a subdued amount of orange can imply profitability. 

Fun Fact: Children are more drawn to the color orange.

Examples:  

Orange is a color that doesn’t let anyone pass by without taking a look. It 
stands out in a crowd and sends a message that says, “I’m not afraid to be 
the center of attention.” Orange is creative, youthful, and enthusiastic.

Orange is the favorite color of the arts, sports, and food industries. While 
on one dimension, it signifies creativity, energy, and playfulness like in 
Mozilla Firefox, in the other aspect, it triggers appetite and thirst like 
Fanta. Also, because of its brilliance, it is most preferred for industries offer-
ing kids’ foods and products. Think Nickelodeon. Some innovation stalwarts fairly 
apply orange in logos to stand out from the crowd.

YELLOW
Some common emotions associated with yellow:

Joy, Optimism, Warmth, Happiness, Warning, Fun, Energetic, Friendship, Caution. Coward-
ice, Positivity, Light, Motivation, Creativity, Freshness and Innovation.

In advertising, displays and windows utilize yellow to draw customers in. 

Fun Fact: Yellow is the most visible color in the color spectrum.

Examples: 

Yellow is the color of the sun. As such, it’s easy to understand why yellow evokes feelings 
of optimism, clarity, and warmth. Brands use yellow to show that they’re fun and friendly.

Yellow is a popular color choice for brands that want to evoke a feeling of positivity in their 
identity. Its association with the sun on its different shadows brings out hope and opti-
mism. Yellow also stands out among other colors, which makes a yellow brand identity 
creative and appealing. Yellow is also a color of warning. Hence, the color yellow is used 
for warning signs, traffic signals, and wet floor signs.

GREEN
Some common emotions associated with green include: 

Nature, Health, Wealth, Growth, Tranquility, Harmony, Fertility, Money, Prestige, Luck, 
Generosity, Safety, Peace, Relaxation, Abundance, Conservation, Earthy and Renewal.
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In advertising, green indicates a concern for or connection with the environment. 

Fun Fact: Green used to be the color of wedding dresses in the 1400s.

Examples:

Green is associated with health, tranquility, and nature. It’s also associated with money and 
wealthy people or brands. Green is used in stores to relax customers and is frequently used 
for promoting environmental issues. Green stimulates harmony in the brand and encour-
ages a balance between body and emotions, leading to decisiveness.

Green is the color of money and envy, but it also signifies the environment, Mother 
Earth, and universal love. It denotes nature and alleviates depression. The human 
eye can designate the most shades of green. It represents new growth. Deeper 
greens are associated with wealth or prestige, while light greens are calming.

BLUE
Some common emotions associated with blue include:

Wisdom, Loyalty, Spirituality, Mystery, Sophistication, Respectability, Confidence, Security, 
Trustworthy, Dependable, Strength, Liberal, Cold, Smart, Freedom, Royal, Success, Power 
and Medicine.

In advertising, blue symbolizes productivity.

Fun Fact: More than half of the flags in the world contain blue.

Examples: 

Blue is associated with peace, water, and reliability. It provides a sense of se-
curity and promotes trust in a brand. Blue curbs appetite and stimulates 

productivity and is also the most common color used for offices and 
conservative corporate boards. Blue calms the mind and provides 

a sense of peace, tranquility, and space. Young people associ-
ate blue with maturity.

Strongly associated with the sky and sea, blue is serene and 
universally well-liked. Blue is an especially popular color with 

financial institutions, as its message of stability inspires trust. The 
classic king of colors, blue appears in over half of all logos.

PURPLE
Some common emotions associated with purple include:

Success, Imagination, Elegance, Royalty, Romantic, Creativity, Decadent, Stylish, Luxury, 
Wise, Mystical, Celebration, Passionate, Sophistication, Education, Glamour, Spirituality, 
Nostalgia, and Sentimentality.

In advertising, purple tends to make people’s minds wander.
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Fun Fact: Purple is rarely found in nature.

Examples:

Purple is associated with royalty, wisdom, and 
respect. 
It stimulates the problem-solving area of the brain as well as creativity. Purple is frequently 
used for beauty and anti-aging products. It represents a creative, wise, and imaginative 
brand, product, or service. Brands use purple to seem luxurious and whimsical.

Quality, luxury, and decadence are all associated with purple. Purple sparks the imagina-
tion. Purple conjures images of grandeur, opulence, and mysticism. It activates the imagi-
nation and enthralls the eyes. Brands harness purple’s regal, “anything is possible” vibe to 
draw in customers who are looking for an experience that is a step away from the ordinary.

BROWN
Some common emotions associated with the color brown include:

Reliability, Rustic, Depth, Earthy, Stability, Warm, Comforting, Utility, Poverty, Rough, 
Simple, Nature, Seriousness, Confidence, Security, Friendship, Natural, Simplistic, Mascu-
linity, and Durable.

In advertising, brown can often be seen as a background. 

Fun Fact: the Eiffel Tower is painted brown.

Examples: 

Brands use brown to show warmth and dependability. Chocolate is something that 
first comes to mind when you think of brown, but the deeper meaning behind the 
color is warmth, safety, reliability, and dependability. What can brown do for you? 
Make your brand appear rugged, masculine, and serious. Brown is very underuti-
lized, so you’ll stand out from the competition.

This earthy color conveys simplicity, durability, and stability. Certain shades of 
brown, like terracotta, can send an upscale look. Brown is also a neutral color that 
is mostly recognized for its solid, reliable, and earthy facets. That is why brown finds signifi-
cant prevalence in construction, agriculture, and legal industries.

BLACK
Some common emotions associated with the color black include:

Power, Strength, Intelligence, Glamour, Luxury, Modern, Elegance, Authority, Menace, Bold, 
Classic, Evil, Mystery, Tradition, Prestige, Value, Timeliness, Sophistication and Expensive.

In advertising, black is predominately used to bring all other colors out and create contrast. 
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Fun Fact: People assume black boxes weigh more than white ones.

Examples:

Did you know that technically, black and white aren’t colors? Black is the absence of color, 
and white is a combination of all colors. 

Black is a color you take seriously. It adds a sense of luxury and value. Black is professional 
and credible, but it can be edgy as well. This is the color of sophistication, mystery, power, 
and control. It’s the color used to sell sleek items to those who like reserved brands. 

Black is most commonly used to target youth and high-end customers. Black generates 
an aura of mystery while representing authority, power, and dignity in the logo. Black also 
infuses elements of sophistication and timelessness. Black is an obvious pick for brands 
promoting luxury products. It’s often a symbol of intelligence and is frequently used to 
trim down appearance in sizes or items. 

WHITE
Some common emotions associated with the color white include:

Practical, Efficiency, Timelessness, Classic, Serious, Mystery, Balance, Neutral, Calm, Profes-
sional, Corporate, Authority, Dull, Hygiene, Purity, Clarity, Youth, Peace, Simplicity, and 
Innocence.

In advertising, white directs attention from one element to the other. 

Fun Fact: More shades of white are commercially available than any other color.

Examples: 

White is often forgotten because its primary use is as a background color. Most well-de-
signed websites today use plenty of white space to create a sense of freedom, spacious-
ness, and breathability. White is associated with feelings of purity, cleanliness, and safety. 
White can be used to project the absence of color or neutrality. Using white can spark a 
sense of creativity since it acts as a clean slate.

White connotes simplicity, cleanliness, and purity. 
The human eye views white as a brilliant color, so it immediately catches the eye in sig-
nage. White is often used with infant and health-related products.

White is youthful and economical but can work for almost any brand. As a neutral color, 
consider white as a secondary accent.
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CHAKRA_________________

RED
PRIMARY COLOR

PERSONALITY/EMOTIONS_______
• Evokes strong emotions

• Encourages appetite

• Increases passion and intensity

• Red roses symbolize love

MARKETING________________
• Increases heart rate

• Used by restaurants to simulate appetite

• Creates urgency often seen in clearance sales

• Used for impulsive shoppers

POLITICS_________________
• Represents Communist or  

Socialist parties worldwide

• Used for Republicans  

in the USA

• Located at the base 

of the spine

• Related to survival, 

safety, physical self

COMPANIES____________________________________________________

Source:  WebFX.com.  Psychology Of Color Infographic.
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YELLOW
PRIMARY COLOR

CHAKRA_________________

PERSONALITY/EMOTIONS_
• Increases cheerfulness, warmth

• Causes fatigue and strain on the eyes

• Makes babies cry

• Stimulates mental processes

• Stimulates nervous system

• Encourages communication

MARKETING________________
• Represents optimism, youthfulness

• Used to grab attention of window shoppers

• Shows clarity

POLITICS____________
• Represents Liberalism

• Located in upper 

abdomen between navel 

and sternum

• Related to personal 

power, will, self esteem

Solar Plexus chakra

COMPANIES____________________________________________________

Source:  WebFX.com.  Psychology Of Color Infographic.
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BLUE
PRIMARY COLOR

CHAKRA_________________

PERSONALITY/EMOTIONS_
• Associated with water, peace

• Most preferred by men

• Represents calmness or serenity

• Curbs appetite

• Known as a “cold” color

• Perceived as constant in human life  
due to sky and ocean being blue 

Increases productivity

• Most used color for offices

MARKETING___________
• Often used in corporate business because it’s 

productive and non-invasive

• Creates sense of security and trust in a brand

POLITICS____________
• Represents Conservative  

parties worldwide

• Used for Democrats in the USA

• Base of throat

• Related to 

communication, truth, 

self-expression

Throat chakra

COMPANIES____________________________________________________

Source:  WebFX.com.  Psychology Of Color Infographic.
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ORANGE
SECONDARY COLOR

CHAKRA_________________

PERSONALITY/EMOTIONS_
• Reflects excitement, enthusiasm

• Shows warmth

• Warns of caution

MARKETING___________
• Signifies aggression

• Creates call to action: Buy, Sell, Subscribe

• Attracts impulsive shoppers

• Represents a friendly, cheerful, confident brand

POLITICS____________
• Orange is the national 

color of the Netherlands 

and its royal family

• Located around lower 

back and reproductive 

organs

• Related to sexuality, 

creativity, pleasure

The Sacral chakra

COMPANIES____________________________________________________

Source:  WebFX.com.  Psychology Of Color Infographic.
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GREEN
SECONDARY COLOR

CHAKRA_________________

PERSONALITY/EMOTIONS_
• Constitutes health, tranquility

• Symbolizes money

• Denotes nature

• Alleviates depression

• Workers in a green  
environment have fewer  
stomach aches

• Green is used in night vision goggles because 
the human eye is most sensitive to and able to 
discern the most shades of it

• Represents new growth

MARKETING___________
• Used to relax in stores

• Associated with wealth

• Green M&M’s are said to send a sexual message

• Has long been a symbol of fertility

• Was once the preferred color choice of wed-
ding gowns in the 15th century

POLITICS____________
• Connected to 

Environmentalists

• Center of body, heart 

level

• Related to unconditional 

love, healing

Heart chakra

COMPANIES____________________________________________________

Source:  WebFX.com.  Psychology Of Color Infographic.
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PURPLE
SECONDARY COLOR

CHAKRA_________________

PERSONALITY/EMOTIONS_
• Showed royalty, wealth, 

success, wisdom

• Many kings wore 

purple robes

MARKETING___________
• Used often in beauty or anti-aging products

• Used to soothe or calm

• Represents a creative, imaginative, wise brand

POLITICS____________
• Used for royalty, but 

hardly used in politics

• Top of the head

• Related to spiritual 

life and experience, 

connection to the divine, 

pure consciousness, 

transcendence

The Crown chakra

COMPANIES____________________________________________________

Source:  WebFX.com.  Psychology Of Color Infographic.
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Conclusion
What persuaded McDonald’s that its arches should be golden? Why is Virgin always red 
and British Airways royal blue? How did IKEA become yellow? Why is Apple increasingly a 
metallic silver? 

We’re accustomed to big B2C brands scientifically choosing colors to influence the emo-
tions that consumers associate with them. But are we as confident applying color to our 
marketing strategy in our own business?

The Internet is a colorful place, and there is a lot that can be accomplished by using color 
in the right way, at the right time, with the right audience, and for the right purpose.

Colors are an essential aspect of your brand’s identity. Understanding the right blend of 
colors can help you better communicate your message. Think about the emotions you are 
trying to elicit and how you want your consumers to respond to your brand. By choosing 
the right color combination, you can help your brand leave a lasting impact that shapes a 
more powerful connection with your audience.
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When people buy, 93% look at visual appearance. 6% look at texture, and 
1% decide on sound or smell.

Research reveals people make a subconscious judgment about your 
product within 90 seconds of initial viewing.

The right choice of color is vital to creating that first impression with 
consumers. Every color conveys meaning with unspoken words.

When it comes to moving the needle and persuading someone to make 
a purchase decision, emotion is the primary target.

Ads in color are read up to 42% more often than the same ads in black 
and white.

Colors are an essential aspect of your brand’s identity. Understanding the 
right blend of colors can help you better communicate your message.

Selecting the dominant color for your brand is vital, especially when the 
color you choose should appear on all of your marketing collateral.

Be creative. Boldly be a splash of color in a black and white world.

84% of consumers cite color as the primary reason they buy a particular 
product or service.

Branding is about so much more than what people see. It’s about how 
you make people feel.
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More Cool Stuff



 For A Deeper Dive
For those that would like a “deeper dive” into this topic, we’ve provided 
you with several links below to assist you in your pursuit of knowledge.

Books
The Complete Color Harmony:  Expert Color Information for Professional Results
The Secret Lives of Color
Color Me Successful
Design for Hackers
Color Smart
Is Color Sabotaging You or Supporting You?
Color Psychology
The Secret Language of Color
Color Your Message
Color Me Smart

Articles
Color Psychology: How Color Meaning Affect Your Brand
How to Create a Distinct Color Palette for Your Brand
How To Use Color Psychology To Give Your Business An Edge
The Meaning Behind Logo Colors
Color Psychology In Marketing And Branding
What Your Logo Colors Say About Your Brand
Your Brand’s True Colors
Color Psychology: What Do Your Brand Colors Say About You?
Business Colors: Here’s How To Choose The Best for YOU
Use Color Meaning to Strengthen Your Brand and Increase Sales

Infographics
Color Psychology
How To Choose Colours That Work Well Together
Psychology of Color
The Colors of The Web
The Impact of Colour in Your Logo Design
The Meaning of Color
The Power of Color
The Psychology of Colors in Marketing
True Colors
What Your Brand Color Says About Your Business

NOTE:  The above links worked at the time this issue was published.  If any of the links are broken, 
we apologize, but please understand the links are provided by the author and not under our control.

https://www.amazon.com/Complete-Color-Harmony-Pantone-Professional/dp/1631592963/ref=sr_1_4?keywords=color+psychology&qid=1577027408&s=books&sr=1-4
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Lives-Color-Kassia-Clair/dp/0143131141/ref=sr_1_2?keywords=colors&qid=1554737895&s=books&sr=1-2
https://www.amazon.com/Color-Me-Successful-Book-Emotions-ebook/dp/B01E7OO7Q2/ref=sr_1_13?keywords=colors+for+business&qid=1554738049&s=books&sr=1-13
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In the first 7 months of its 
launch, over 10 million bottles 

were sold and $23 million in 
sales attributable to Heinz 
Green Ketchup. (This was 
the highest sales increase 
in the brand’s history, all 
because of a simple color 
change).

DID YOU KNOW?

Would You Like To Share?

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SHARING

Would you like to share “Building A Business 
Of AWESOMENESS” with other business owners, 
entrepreneurs, salespeople or professionals?

In the email that delivered this issue, click 
the link in the sentence above “Sincerely.”
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This Week’s Inspiring Video

(Running Time:  8 min 45 sec)

VIEW NOW

Find out how colors affect your 

mood, emotions and behavior and use the

persuade peopleand

power of color

READ PERSONALITIESTo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKTa7tFqNks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKTa7tFqNks
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A Word From Legal
The information contained in this issue is published “as is” without warranty of any kind, 
either express or implied.  The content in each issue is for informational purposes only.  It is 
general information, and should not be relied upon or construed as advice on any specific 
topic or subject matter.  Opinions expressed herein are solely those of The AWESOMENESS 
Group, Inc. and our staff.  Material presented is believed to be from reliable sources; how-
ever, we make no representations as to its accuracy or completeness.  

All material included in this issue is copyrighted, 2019 by The AWESOMENESS Group, Inc. 
All rights reserved. The AWESOMENESS Group authorizes you to view, copy, download, 
and print the images and information on this web site or in the eBook, provided you com-
ply with all of the following conditions: 

(1)  All materials may be used solely for personal, non-commercial, and informational pur-
poses only.

(2)  None of the contents may be modified. 

(3)  The following copyright notice and permission notice must appear on each document:

 “Copyright 2019 The AWESOMENESS Group, Inc. All rights reserved.” 

(4)  Reproduction, copying, or distribution of materials included in this issue for commer-
cial purposes is prohibited, without the express written permission of The AWESOME-
NESS Group, Inc. To obtain permission to copy portions of this issue for commercial 
purposes, please send an e-mail to info@theawesomenessgroup.com stating your 
request with specificity.

mailto:info%40theawesomenessgroup.com?subject=Permission%20to%20copy%20material
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